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*** BEGIN OF CHANGE *** 

6.4.6 Processing of received messages in the ME 

6.4.6.1 MSK MIKEY Message Reception 

When the MIKEY message arrives at the ME, the processing proceeds following the steps below 
(basically following section 5.3 of RFC 3830 [9]). 

1. The Extension Payload (EXT) is examined, and if it indicates an MSK delivery protected with MUK, the MUK 
ID is received by combining IDi and IDr. 

2. The Timestamp Payload is checked, and the message is discarded if the counter in the Timestamp Payload is 
smaller or equal to the stored replay counter associated with the given MUK (the stored replay counter value is 
retrieved from MGV-S). To avoid issues with wrap around of the ID fields ''smaller than'' should be in the sense 
of RFC 1982 [10]. 

3. The Security Policy payload is stored if it was present.The Security Policy payload is stored in cache of ME if it 
was present. The SP payload will not be used to update the security policy stored in ME at this moment. 

4. The message is transported to MGV-F for further processing, cf clause 6.5.2. 

5. The MGV-F replies success or failure. If MGV-F replies success, Security Policy payload stored in cache will be 
used to update the security policy stored in ME. If MGV-F replies failure, Security Policy payload stored in 
cache will be deleted. 

*** END OF CHANGE *** 
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